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Societal-Level Versus Individual-Level Predictions of Ethical Behavior: 
 
A 48-Society Study of Collectivism and Individualism 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
 Is the societal-level of analysis sufficient today to understand the values of those in the global 
workforce?  Or are individual-level analyses more appropriate for assessing the influence of values on 
ethical behaviors across country workforces? Using multi-level analyses for a 48-society sample, we test 
the utility of both the societal-level and individual-level dimensions of collectivism and individualism 
values for predicting ethical behaviors of business professionals. Our values-based behavioral analysis 
indicates that values at the individual-level make a more significant contribution to explaining variance in 
ethical behaviors than do values at the societal-level. Implicitly, our findings question the soundness of 
using societal-level values measures. Implications for international business research are discussed. 
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 Is the use of societal-level values for cross-cultural analyses both acceptable and sufficient in today’s 
global economy? To begin to address this question, we examine the extent to which values predict the 
ethical behaviors of 16,229 business professionals from 48 societies. Specifically, we conducted multi-
level analyses to simultaneously assess relationships at the societal and individual levels of analysis for 
the collectivism and the individualism values dimensions of the cross-culturally validated Schwartz 
Values Survey (SVS) construct (Schwartz 1992) with the four dimensions (pro-organizational, image 
management, self-serving, and maliciously intended) of the cross-culturally validated Subordinate 
Influence Ethics (SIE) construct (Ralston and Pearson 2010).  
 We begin by briefly reviewing the study constructs and providing an overview of the debate on 
appropriate levels of analysis for predicting the behavior of professionals in the global workforce. Having 
thus framed our research question, we present the study methods and results. We conclude with a 
discussion of reasons why our findings support using individual-level analyses, as well as our 
observations on future directions in work values research. 
Overview of the Literature 
Ethical Behavior in Organizations 
 Ethics has been defined as “…the discipline that examines one’s moral standards” (Alas 2006, p. 
238). As such, ethics are the standards of appropriate conduct that individuals use to guide decisions in 
both their work and non-work environments (Ralston et al. 2009). In the organizational context, ‘ethical 
behavior’ is an encompassing category that includes and/or relates to an array of behaviors that occur in 
organizational settings, such as leadership, followership, organizational citizenship, decision-making, and 
communication (Collins 2000; Trevino et al. 2006). However, most cross-national research on ethical 
judgments and values has focused on the normative aspects of ethical beliefs rather than the individual-
level driving forces of managerial attitudes regarding what is ethical (e.g., Forsyth et al. 2008). While the 
link between moral philosophy and established cultural values dimensions (e.g., individualism and 
collectivism) needs further exploration, it is apparent that within and between countries there is variance 
in the extent to which people and organizations engage in ethically questionable behavior. 
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 Whereas behavior in organizations may be viewed as ranging from highly ethical to highly unethical, 
much of the organizational research has focused either on the ethical or the unethical ends of the 
continuum (e.g., Forsyth et al., 2008; Kish-Gephart et al. 2010; Martin et al. 2007). In this study, we 
provide a broad perspective on both ethical and unethical behaviors that engenders both theory generation 
(Martinko et al. 2002) and a better understanding of individual ethicality across global workforces 
(Ralston et al. 2009). And, as we know, organizations, per se, do not plan, or make decisions, or lead, or 
follow or communicate; it is the individuals in organizations who engage in these behaviors. 
Consequently, individual ethical behavior is relevant to numerous aspects of organizational life that 
involve human capital (Gratton 2000; Painter-Morland and Ten Bos 2011; Trevino et al. 1999). 
Consequently, understanding the relationship between individual values (e.g., collectivism and 
individualism) and ethical behavior (e.g., pro-organizational, image management, self-serving and 
maliciously intended) is very important for understanding work behavior in organizations. Thus, the 
overarching goal of this study is to take a 21st century, globally oriented, multi-level perspective of the 
contributions that the societal and individual levels of analysis bring to understanding the ethicality of 
work behaviors in organizations. 
The Relationships of Collectivism and Individualism Values with Ethical Behavior 
 “Values are multifaceted standards that guide conduct in a variety of ways. They lead us to take 
particular positions on social issues and they predispose us to favor one ideology over another. They are 
standards employed to evaluate and judge others and ourselves” (Rokeach 1973, p. 79). Lindeman and 
Verkasalo (2005) also note that values make a unique contribution to understanding psychological 
phenomena that connect to the evaluation, justification or selection of actions.  
  In the work environment, managers’ values have been found to be predictive of a variety of 
ethics-based behaviors including leadership (Illies and Reiter-Palmon 2008; Offermann and Hellman 
1997; Voegtlin et al. 2012), cooperation (Chen et al. 1998), organizational citizenship (Kabasakal et al. 
2011; Kirkman et al. 2009), influence (Fu et al. 2004; Ralston et al. 2009), and work-related perceptions 
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and decisions (Erez and Earley 1987; Wagner 1995). Thus, understanding the values that businesspeople 
hold is directly relevant for understanding the ethicality of their work behaviors. 
 Across a variety of values typologies, the two values of collectivism and individualism have been 
predominant (Chhokar et al. 2008; Hofstede 2001; Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck 1961; Oyserman et al. 
2002; Ralston et al. 1999b; Schimmack et al. 2005; Schwartz 1994). Based on their review of the 
literature, Husted and Allen (2008) concluded that collectivism and individualism affect ethical behavior 
more than any other cultural dimensions because they most directly deal with “…the way people resolve 
conflicts in human interests and optimize mutual benefits” (p. 294). In essence, these two values 
determine how individuals prioritize and weigh the importance of self- and group-interests, which in turn 
has ethical implications for decisions and behaviors undertaken (Robertson and Fadil 1999; Robertson et 
al. 2012; Vitell et al. 1993).  
 Specific to the impact of the collectivism and individualism values on ethics-based behaviors in 
organizations, Earley (1993) and Erez and Somech (1996) studied how these values relate to individual 
and group performance at work. Subsequently, Oyserman and colleagues (2002) reported that one 
contrast between collectivists and individualists is their conflicting priorities between maintaining good 
group relations and completing work tasks, with collectivists being more concerned about maintaining 
relationships and individualists being more concerned about task completion.  
 Collectivism and individualism values have also been argued to be associated with the cultural 
orientations of pre-industrial and industrial economies, respectively (Inglehart and Welzel 2005). Further, 
other research has shown that societal-level collectivism/individualism impacts the extent to which 
individuals use their peers as primary referents for ethical decision-making (Westerman et al. 2007). 
Although the values orientation of study participants or their peers were not directly assessed, this study’s 
findings argue both for the importance of values and for the importance of individual influence on ethical 
decision-making. Another study by Cullen and colleagues (2004) found the cultural values of 
individualism and achievement orientation to be negatively related to managers’ willingness to justify 
ethically suspect behavior. Thus, we focus on collectivism and individualism values first and foremost 
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because previous research has consistently found these values to be relevant antecedents of ethical 
behavior. Second, these values are the most commonly used dimensions to differentiate cultures, groups, 
and individuals (Ralston 2008; Schimmack et al. 2005; Triandis 1995). Another particularly relevant 
factor for our study is Ralston and colleagues’ (2011) 50-country assessment of the individual-level SVS 
dimensions (Schwartz 1994) that identified the collectivism and individualism measures to be two robust 
values dimensions for the study of business professionals.  
The Societal-Level Vis-à-vis the Individual-Level of Analysis 
 Are societal-level or individual-level analyses more predictive of the relationships between values 
and ethics-based phenomena? We raise this question as a continuation of previous discussions on the 
appropriate level of analysis (e.g., Au and Cheung 2004; Bond et al. 2004; Lenartowicz and Roth 2001; 
Tung and Verbeke 2010) and the relevance of multi-level analyses (e.g., Peterson et al. 2012; Ralston et 
al. 2009; Tsui et al. 2007). To address this question, we employ the framework introduced by Klein and 
Kozlowski (2000) to discuss the various properties of a group (e.g., a country).  
 In their conceptualization of the group, Klein and Kozlowski (2000) identify three types of properties 
that a group may possess: global, shared and configural. Global properties encompass the properties that 
are most objectively recognizable (e.g., GDP per capita or political system of a country). While shared 
and configural properties each emerge from the characteristics of the members of the group (e.g., 
country), the shared properties of the group are “shared” or embraced by all members of the group, 
whereas configural properties are not shared by all members of the group. Configural properties may be 
classified as differentiations in the group composition that are caused by either meso-level (e.g., ethnic 
group or region) or individual-level (e.g., age or gender) differences.  
 Over the past several decades, the norm in cross-cultural research appears to have been to rely 
heavily on the global orientation, as is reflected in the Klein and Kozlowski (2000) typology. To this 
point, Tsui and colleagues (2007, p. 461) noted in their review of cross-cultural studies that: “It is curious 
that culture researchers continue to treat culture as a global property by using nation as a proxy or assume 
a shared property of culture by using mean scores of culture values.” Likewise, Au and Cheung (2004, p. 
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1339) observed that “…the dispersion of individuals within a culture is not often the focus of 
international management compared to the [shared] cultural mean.” Similarly Kirkman et al. (2006, p. 
313) report that “the relatively low amount of variance explained by the cultural values in many studies 
underscores the existence of the many other forces besides culture that determine the behavior and 
attitudes of individuals in societies.” And in their study of employee-manager relations in China and the 
U.S., Kirkman et al. (2009) concluded that the old adage, when in Rome do as the Romans do, should 
likely be revised to “When in Rome, get to know Romans as individuals” (p. 757). Finally, based on their 
meta-analysis of 598 cultural values studies, Steel and Taras (2010, p. 211) reported that “up to 90% of 
the variance in cultural values is found to reside within countries, stressing that national averages poorly 
represent specific individuals.” The consensus from these statements is that a case can be made that 
researchers should consider looking more to configural properties to better understand organizational 
phenomena. While within-country differences have long been recognized to be important (e.g., Au 2000; 
Wallace, 1970), only a few cross-cultural studies have taken the step to adopt a configural perspective by 
directly conducting within-society analyses across multiple countries (e.g., Au and Cheung 2004; Egri 
and Ralston 2004; Fischer et al. 2011; Fu et al. 2004; Gurven et al. 2008; Lenartowicz and Roth 2001; 
Ralston et al. 1996). The findings of these studies demonstrate the need to explore micro- and/or meso-
level differences within societies in order to fully understand the behaviors of those in the workforce.  
 Given these findings one might ask why have researchers continued to employ societal-level cultural 
values analyses? The answer appears to be multi-faceted. In part, it has been due to methodological 
research issues (Fischer 2009); and in part, it also appears to have been due to a lack of appreciation of 
the contribution that individual-level analyses bring to our understanding of organizational phenomena 
(Au 1999; Buchholz et al. 2009; Tung 2008). Thus, we next examine both the methodological research 
issues and the relevance of the individual-level of analysis. 
Methodological Research Issues 
 In the 1960s and 1970s, cross-cultural management was a burgeoning field of inquiry seeking 
answers to fundamental questions about value differences (Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck 1961). The values 
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dimensions developed by Hofstede (2001) constituted the first major breakthrough towards answering 
‘values differences’ questions. However, due to methodological design limitations, the four Hofstede 
dimensions have been considered to be valid only at the societal-level (Spector and Cooper 2002), if valid 
at all (McSweeney 2002; Spector et al. 2001b). In respect to the validity of Hofstede’s Values Survey 
Module (VSM), Spector et al.’s (2001a) cross-national study reported that the Hofstede individualism 
dimension measure had unacceptably low scale reliabilities (Cronbach alpha). Specifically, 16 of the 24 
countries (67%) had individualism alpha levels below 0.60 (with the U.S. alpha at 0.26), while other 
variables in their study (e.g., job satisfaction) had alpha levels that were consistently above the generally 
accepted 0.70 level. The subsequent GLOBE project constituted another major effort to develop societal-
level values measures applicable for the study of global workforces (House et al. 2004). However, this 
international project has also received its share of methodological criticism (e.g., Peterson 2004; Peterson 
and Castro 2006; Taras et al. 2010b). Nonetheless, in spite of the methodological concerns raised 
regarding these two dominant societal-level measures of values, the consensus appears to be that societal-
level analyses were the only viable approach to use, at least until recently. However, that thinking may be 
ready for change. 
Relevance of Analysis at the Individual-Level 
  Individual-level measures of values can be traced back to the work of Rokeach (1973), and the 
literature has shown that the behavior of individuals is best predicted by studying the demographic 
aspects of the individual (e.g. Bielby 2000; Egan and Bendick, Jr. 2008). Further, previous research has 
shown that individually held values influence a variety of individuals’ behaviors at work (e.g. Gelfand et 
al. 2007; Tsui et al. 2007). Although individuals have characteristics that can be attributed to their societal 
culture, ultimately, individuals are individuals.  
 Inherent within-country differences. To exemplify differences in values orientations within a society 
and across societies, we consider two individual-level factors: age and gender. Inherent within every 
country, these individual-level differences significantly influence the values and subsequent work 
behaviors of individuals across the global workplace. While age and gender are certainly not the only two 
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individual-level factors that shape values/behaviors, with others including education, cognitive ability, 
and occupation, they do tend to be the most frequently studied factors that identify values differences in 
societies (Peng and Lin 2009; Taras et al. 2010a). 
 Age differences have been approached primarily from two theoretical perspectives: life stage theory 
and generation subculture theory. Both approaches cluster individuals by age (birth year); however, they 
employ different criteria for categorization. Life stage theory proposes that there is a universally 
consistent pattern of human development over the life of an individual (Erickson 1968), and that this 
pattern consists of four stages, with young adulthood (20-39 years old) and middle adulthood (40-59 
years old) being the most pertinent for a discussion of business professionals (Erickson 1997; Ralston et 
al. 1999; Settersten and Mayer 1997). Young adulthood tends to focus on how to become self-sufficient 
and make decisions regarding professional and personal growth. Middle adulthood is a time to 
consolidate one’s accomplishments, both professionally and personally, as one becomes more aware of 
and concerned for others and society as a whole. As such, people in the young and middle adulthood 
stages tend to have different priorities and goals, with young adults being more concerned about the well-
being of self and family and middle-aged adults being more concerned about the well-being of all. Given 
their different priorities, the young and middle age groups tend to have different perspectives and to seek 
different goals. Cross-cultural life stage research has shown that “chronological age has the strongest 
salience in communities that are part of modern, industrialized societies” (Settersten and Mayer 1997, p. 
237). Nonetheless, the similar life stage patterns in values orientations found in comparative studies of 
Chinese and Americans (Pan et al. 1994) and of Thais and Americans (Ralston et al. 2005) suggest that 
life stage differences may transcend both industrialized and industrializing countries. 
  Generation subculture theory parallels life stage theory to the extent that it also predicting that age 
groups will differ on their values and behaviors. However, in contrast to life stage theory, generation 
subculture theory proposes that a person’s values and behaviors are influenced by the socio-economic and 
political context of one’s formative pre-adult years. Significant macro-level events demarcate different 
generation cohorts, each of which share a set of beliefs and values that comprise a generational identity 
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that remains relatively intact throughout one’s lifetime (Egri and Ralston 2004). Inglehart (1997) 
proposed a structure to operationalize the values that one might expect from a specific generation cohort 
in a particular country, with intergenerational values differences being premised on two hypotheses: the 
socialization hypothesis and the scarcity hypothesis. The socialization hypothesis proposes that the values 
that one acquires and retains throughout one’s life reflect the socioeconomic conditions experienced 
during one’s formative years. The scarcity hypothesis proposes that one’s values priorities are derived 
from those environmental aspects that had limited availability during one’s formative years (Inglehart 
1997; Meglino and Ravlin 1998). As such, one learns modernist survival values (e.g., materialism, 
conformity) if one grew up during a period of economic or physical insecurity (e.g., war, economic 
depression). Conversely, one learns postmodernist values (e.g., individualism, trust, self-transcendence) if 
one grew up during a period of economic security. Hence, generation subculture theory predicts 
substantial within-country variation in individual values and behaviors due to macro-level historical 
events occurring in a society during a particular period in time.  
 The study of gender differences has been an important research topic since its genesis in the 
1970s (Eagly et al. 2003; Jaffee and Hyde 2000). Previous research indicates that cross-national 
differences in how women’s work behaviors are perceived are based on culturally influenced roles, 
norms, context and stereotypes (e.g., Costa et al. 2001; Eagly and Johanneseen-Schmidt 2001; Fullagar et 
al. 2003). Other research has shown that women tend toward supportive and considerate workplace 
behaviors more than men (cf. Groves 2005), and that regardless of labor market constraints, female 
managers continue to hold their moral perspective and take a more ethical stance (Drory and Beaty 1991; 
Weeks et al. 1999). Thus, Eagly and colleagues (2003) concluded that while female managers are astute 
organizational players, their behavioral patterns differ from the typical male patterns. Bartol and 
colleagues (2003) asked: how consistent are gender differences across the range of cultures and economic 
development levels found in the business world? A definitive answer to this question has yet to be found 
given the mixed results of cross-national values and ethics studies (e.g., Choi and Chen, 2006; Ma 2010; 
Roxas and Stoneback 2004; Schwartz and Rubel-Lifschitz 2009). Moreover, as countries change socio-
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economically, are the values and manifestations of these values also changing (Steel and Taras 2010)? 
While resolving these questions provides an opportunity for future research endeavors, what does appear 
to be resolved today is that differences in gender do exist and that these differences do influence the 
behaviors of the genders when functioning in the work world. In sum, individual-level differences such as 
age and gender, which are inherent within every country, significantly influence the values and 
subsequent work behaviors of individuals across the global workplace. 
 Evolving socio-political change. Our discussion of inherent within-country differences might be 
sufficiently compelling for some to accept the importance of conducting analyses at the individual-level 
rather than the societal-level of analysis. However, it is clear from a survey of the research designs being 
used in the cross-cultural literature that, to date, all are not convinced that analyses are more meaningful 
at the individual level of analysis. In support of the prior use of the societal-level of analysis, it might be 
acknowledged that one reason is methodologies did not previously exist, which now do, that would 
facilitate individual-level and multi-level analyses (Fischer, 2009). However, even with the previous 
discussion of inherent within-country differences and with the new methodologies available, a skeptic still 
might query: What, if anything, has changed over the past several decades that has made individual-level 
analyses far more relevant than societal-level analyses when studying the values/behaviors of members of 
today’s global workforce? Our answer is that what has changed is within-country workforce 
demographics. These changes are due to both within-society changes and globalization of the workforce. 
While the primary emphasis in this section of the paper is on the influences of globalization, we would be 
remiss not to note voluntary, as well as legislated, increases in workforce diversity (e.g., gender, race, 
ethnicity) across the globe irrespective of the globalization phenomenon (Zanoni et al. 2010). 
 Globalization of the workplace has been argued to be one of the most significant factors affecting the 
way we do business (Earley and Gibson 2002), and over the past few decades increased globalization has 
directly contributed to diversity/heterogeneity within today’s workforces in many countries around the 
world (e.g., Tung 2008). Furthermore, globalization has increasingly accelerated due to the exponential 
growth of new and improved communication (e.g., internet, social media) and transportation (e.g., air 
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travel) technologies (Amin 2002; Hummels 2007; Janson et al. 2007; Schumann et al. 2012), as well as 
sweeping changes in political ideologies (e.g., transitioning economies in Europe and Asia) across the 
globe (Ferdinand 2007; Gartin et al. 2009; Miller and Tenev 2007). As a result, we are experiencing a 
variety of somewhat-disassociated phenomena that are converging to increase within-country 
diversity/heterogeneity. First, enhanced communication technologies such as Internet access have led to 
an unprecedented level of interaction among individuals across political (country) boundaries. The 
Internet is fostering its own type of multi-cultural effect, as its social networking features allow those in 
their formative years to experience virtual travel to interact with other-culture individuals and institutions 
at levels never experienced before.  
 Second, we are also witnessing an unprecedented migration of individuals across political boundaries, 
with one estimate that there are over 160 million expatriates worldwide (Malecki and Ewers 2007). Often, 
this migration is to seek new economic opportunities (e.g., East Europeans migrating to Western Europe 
in pursuit of work). We also see multinational corporations—companies whose boundaries are more far-
reaching than the political boundaries that identify a country—relocating employees to other countries 
and cultures in record numbers. Colakoglu and Caligiuri (2008) report that there are over 65,000 MNCs 
with over 850,000 subsidiaries operating worldwide, and these numbers are expected to increase even 
more due to the continuing growth in globalization (Haslberger and Brewster 2008).  
 Third, while the trans-border movement of individuals has been occurring for many centuries, 
international management research has increasingly recognized that this phenomenon creates another 
group that contributes to the diversity within a society (Taras et al. 2009). These are the next-generation 
bi-cultural and/or multi-cultural individuals who have two or more cultural heritages (e.g., mother and 
father from different cultures) that result in crossvergent individual values orientations reflecting the 
‘mixed’ cultural influences experienced during their youths (Thomas et al. 2010). These, in addition to 
other factors, are diversifying the ‘societal faces’ of today’s global workforce.   
 In summary, ever since societies have existed there have been inherent individual-level differences 
(e.g., gender) within them. Today, in the context of understanding the values/behaviors of the members of 
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the global workforce, we now must integrate with these inherent individual-level differences the impact 
of the range of phenomena that are changing the cultural, ethnic and/or religious make-up of a society’s 
membership. To picture the impact of this integration of factors, we might envision a matrix with the 
inherent individual-level differences on one axis and the technology-driven socio-political differences on 
the other. The multiplicity of cells in this illustration dictate a substantial level of heterogeneity, with the 
global result being a collection of highly diverse societies that are trending toward being even more so 
over the coming years and decades. In our view, these inherent differences in conjunction with the 
increasingly changing face of today’s global workforce begs re-examination of the question: Does a 
societal-level mean score of workplace values truly represent the values of all workers in a particular 
society? This is the essence of our research question. Accordingly, we hypothesize: 
 Hypothesis 1: For collectivism values, the individual-level of analysis has more explanatory power 
than the societal-level of analysis in predicting perceptions of ethical behavior. 
 
 Hypothesis 2: For individualism values, the individual-level of analysis has more explanatory power 
than the societal-level of analysis in predicting perceptions of ethical behavior. 
 
Methods 
Participants 
 Our sample consists of 16,229 business professionals across 48 societies that represent a wide 
diversity of socio-economic contexts. To collect data, a mail survey of a cross-section of individuals and 
industries was conducted (average response rate was 23%, range of 15% to 43%). In a few exceptions 
(e.g., Costa Rica), surveys were conducted prior to continuing education classes. Of paramount 
importance, in all cases, participation was voluntary and participants were provided assurances of 
anonymity. The sample sizes and demographic characteristics of study participants for each society are 
presented in Table 1. 
—————————————— 
Insert Table 1 about here 
—————————————— 
Measures 
 The survey questionnaire was constructed in English and standard translation/back-translation 
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procedures were used to develop surveys in the native language of a society. One exception was India for 
which an English language questionnaire was administered since English is the language of business in 
this country. To minimize socially desirable responses, participants were instructed that it was their 
perceptions that were important, and that there were no right or wrong answers (Anastasi 1982).  
 Independent variables. We used the Schwartz Values Survey (Schwartz 1992) to measure 
collectivism and individualism values. In Schwartz’s (1992) typology, collectivism is comprised of the 
tradition, conformity, and benevolence values components, whereas individualism is comprised of the 
openness to change (self-direction and stimulation) and self-enhancement (achievement, hedonism, and 
power) values components.  Individualism was measured using 18 items and collectivism was measured 
using 14 items found to be cross-culturally valid in the SVS instrument (Schwartz 1994). For each item, 
respondents were asked to indicate the importance of a value to them on a 9-point Likert scale (-1 = 
opposed to one’s principles, to 7 = of supreme importance).     
 The initial confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) for the total sample (societies counterweighted to be of 
equal size) showed an acceptable fit for the model with two higher-order factors (collectivism and 
individualism) and 8 first-order factors [χ2(455) = 24511.42, CFI = .940, NNFI = .935, RMSEA = .062]. To 
address cross-cultural differences in scale response style with the SVS instrument (Fischer 2004), we used 
within-subject standardized adjusted scores in the analyses (per Hanges 2004). For the 48 societies, the 
adjusted means, standard deviations, and scale reliabilities (Cronbach’s α) for the two values measures are 
presented in Table 2. Across societies, the average of scale reliabilities (Cronbach’s α) was 0.83 for 
collectivism and 0.82 for individualism, with all society scale reliabilities above 0.70. 
—————————————— 
Insert Table 2 about here 
—————————————— 
 Dependent variables. We used the Subordinate Influence Ethics (SIE) instrument (Ralston and 
Pearson 2010) to assess participants’ perceptions of the ethicality of influence behaviors. Participants 
were asked to indicate how acceptable (ethical) their co-workers would consider 38 scenario items to be, 
using an 8-point Likert-type scale (1 = extremely unacceptable to 8 = extremely acceptable). The four SIE 
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dimensions are pro-organizational behaviors (6 items), image management (5 items), self-serving 
behaviors (6 items), and maliciously intended behaviors (5 items). The description of the four SIE 
dimensions is presented in Table 3. Further, a previous 41-country study of the SIE dimensions identified 
a universally consistent hierarchy for these dimensions (Ralston et al. 2009). This hierarchy of highly 
ethical to highly unethical behavior is, respectively: pro-organizational, image management, self-serving, 
and maliciously intended behavior. Thus, the SIE covers the full spectrum of ethicality from the highly 
ethical (pro-organizational) to the highly unethical (maliciously intended). 
—————————————— 
Insert Table 3 about here 
—————————————— 
 The initial confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) for the 48 societies (samples counterweighted to be of 
equal size) showed a good fit for the 4-factor 22-item model [χ2(203) = 6440.01, CFI = .971, NNFI = .968, 
RMSEA = .048]. The one-factor 22-item model had an unacceptable fit [χ2(209) = 81008.27, CFI = .813, 
NNFI = .794, RMSEA = .168]. Multi-group CFAs were conducted to test for between-group 
measurement invariance (cf. Steenkamp and Baumgartner 1998). Per Cheung and Rensvold (2002), 
model fit comparisons were based on changes in CFI with ΔCFI < .010 indicating no significant 
difference, ΔCFI between .010 and .020 indicating a marginal difference, and ΔCFI > .020 indicating a 
significant difference in model fits. The baseline (unconstrained) CFA model had a marginal level of 
between-group configural invariance [χ2(9744) = 30053.47, CFI = .887, NNFI = .872, RMSEA = .090]. The 
metric invariance model (factor loadings constrained) had a marginal difference in model fit (ΔCFI = -
.014) whereas the partial metric invariance model with four factor loadings unconstrained (one for each 
SIE factor) was not significantly different from the baseline model (ΔCFI = -.009). The partial scalar 
invariance model (intercepts unconstrained for the four items) had a significant change in model fit (ΔCFI 
= -.050), and freeing additional intercepts did not yield a nonsignificant change. Hence, within-subject 
standardized adjusted scores were used in analyses (per Hanges 2004).  
 Table 4 presents the societies’ adjusted scores, standard deviations, and scale reliabilities for the SIE 
variables. For the 48 societies, the average of scale reliabilities (Cronbach’s α) was 0.70 for pro-
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organizational, 0.73 for image management, 0.81 for self-serving, and 0.72 for maliciously intended. The 
number of societies with scale reliabilities below the 0.60 cutoff level used in previous cross-cultural 
research (e.g., Fu and Yukl 2000; Parboteeah et al. 2009) was six for pro-organizational, one for self-
serving, and two for maliciously intended. Parallel analyses to test hypotheses without these societies 
showed no substantive differences in results. Therefore, we report the results for all 48 societies.  
—————————————— 
Insert Table 4 about here 
—————————————— 
 Common method variance. We took a number of preventive measures to address common method 
variance issues. First, we provided assurances of anonymity and confidentiality of responses to 
participants, and used different response formats for measures previously shown to be reliable and valid 
(Podsakoff et al. 2003). To assess this potential biasing effect, we used the total counterweight sample to 
conduct CFAs for the eight first-order SVS values factors and the four SIE factors. The fit of the baseline 
model was: χ2 (1311) = 33410.48, CFI = .951, NNFI = .947, RMSEA = .042. The CFA model with an 
additional unmeasured latent method common factor showed a nonsignificant change in model fit (ΔCFI 
= .009), while the CFA model for the Harman one-factor test had a significantly poorer fit (ΔCFI = -.092). 
In sum, these analyses indicate that common method variance was not a significant issue.  
Analyses 
 We used hierarchical linear modeling (Raudenbush and Bryk 2002) to assess the effectiveness of the 
individual-level versus the societal-level of the collectivism and individualism values dimensions in 
predicting the perceived ethicality of subordinate influence behaviors. In these analyses, the dependent 
variables were the four SIE variables. The intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) for the null models 
indicated sufficient between-group variance to proceed with HLM analyses (31.6% for pro-
organizational, 10.9% for image management, 14.2% for self-serving, and 13.2% for maliciously 
intended, all 2 significant at p< 0.001 level). The independent variables were collectivism and 
individualism values scores at both the individual-level and the societal-level. For the aggregated societal-
level collectivism and individualism values scores, we estimated Brown and Hauenstein’s (2005) awg(1) 
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interrater agreement statistics. The high level of interrater agreement for both the collectivism (awg(1) 
mean = .87, range of .79 to .93) and individualism (awg(1) mean = .88, range of .82 to .94) measures 
across the 48 societies (LeBreton and Senter 2008) supported using aggregated societal-level measures.   
 We estimated a series of intercepts-as-outcomes HLM models for each SIE dependent variable. 
Model 1 was the baseline comparison model with the three covariates. Individual-level covariates were 
participant age and gender while the societal-level covariate was the logarithm of GDP per capita 
(purchasing power parity).  Models 2 and 3 added the collectivism and individualism values at the 
individual-level separately. Models 4 and 5 entered collectivism and individualism (aggregated scores) at 
the societal-level separately. Model 6 had collectivism at both the individual- and societal-levels, whereas 
Model 7 had individualism at both levels. Model 8 was the full model with the two values scores at both 
the individual and societal levels. Since our interest was whether a values predictor had a differential 
impact at both levels, the individual-level and societal-level variables were grandmean-centered (Enders 
and Tofighi 2007; Hofmann and Gavin 1998). Given different society sample sizes, we counterweighted 
the society samples to be of equal size in the analyses.  
 Our tests of Hypotheses 1 and 2 were based on comparisons of model deviance index statistics and on 
examination of the parameter estimates for the level-1 and level-2 values variables. We compared the 
deviance index (-2 x log likelihood of a maximum-likelihood estimate) of Models 2 to 8 with the baseline 
covariate model. Using the full maximum-likelihood estimation, the difference in deviance statistics has a 
chi-square distribution with degrees of freedom being the difference in the number of estimated 
parameters in comparison models (Raudenbush and Bryk 2002). As identified by Kreft (2000), deviance 
tests account for the multilevel nature of errors in HLM models and hence are an appropriate way to 
represent effect size for multi-level models. We also calculated pseudo-R2 statistics (Snijders and Bosker 
1994) to indicate proportional reduction of explained variance. In respect to the values variables, a 
significant level-2 parameter estimate for models 6 and 7 indicates a contextual (societal) effect that 
significantly differs from that at the individual level (Enders and Tofighi 2007).  
 Alternative societal-level values scores. To more fully examine the influence of societal-level values 
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on ethical behaviors, we conducted additional HLM analyses using publicly available societal-level 
collectivism and individualism related values scores for the societies in this study. These included: 
Hofstede’s (2001) VSM individualism/collectivism value scores (N = 46 societies); Taras et al.’s (2012) 
meta-analytic VSM individualism/collectivism value scores derived from studies conducted during the 
2000s (N = 29)1; the GLOBE project’s (House et al. 2004) in-group collectivism and institutional 
collectivism values (N = 36); and Schwartz’s (Licht et al 2007) societal embeddedness and autonomy 
(affective and intellectual) values (N = 30) which have been identified as conceptually similar to 
collectivism and individualism, respectively (House et al. 2004; Schwartz 1999).  
 Intercepts-as-outcomes HLM analyses were conducted for each of the SIE dependent variables. The 
first model consisted of the three covariates, the second model added the two individual-level collectivism 
and individualism values, and the third model added each societal-level values variable separately. All 
ICC statistics for the reduced society samples were significant (2 at the p < .001 level), and covariate and 
predictor variables were grandmean-centered with society samples counterweighted to be of equal size. 
Change in deviance statistics for successive nested models are reported.  
Results 
  As illustrated in Figure 1(A), the societal-level collectivism values had a range of 0.78 (3.80 to 
4.58), while individualism had a range of 0.74 (3.60 to 4.34). As illustrated in Figure 1(B), the individual-
level collectivism values had a range of 5.47 (0.89 to 6.36), while individualism had a range of 3.64 (2.40 
to 6.04). Figure 2 identifies the locations of the 48 societies presented in Figure 1(A). 
———————————————————— 
Insert Figures 1 & 2 about here 
———————————————————— 
 Table 5 presents the descriptive statistics (means, standard deviations, and correlations) at both the 
individual and societal levels of analyses. Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2 proposed that for collectivism 
and individualism values (respectively), the individual-level of analysis would be more predictive of 
perceptions of ethical behavior than the societal-level of analysis. The HLM results presented in Table 6 
provide strong support for both hypotheses.  
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———————————————————— 
Insert Tables 5 & 6 about here 
———————————————————— 
 In respect to the individual-level of analysis, collectivism values (model 2) were positively related to 
pro-organizational and maliciously intended behavior (at p < .001 level), negatively related to image 
management (p < .001), and not significantly related to self-serving behaviors. Individual-level 
individualism values (model 3) were positively related to image management and self-serving behaviors 
(p < .001), and negatively related to pro-organizational (p < .001) and maliciously intended (p < .05) 
behaviors. The addition of these individual-level values variables in models 2 and 3 resulted in a 
significant change in explained variance for each type of ethical behavior (Δ deviance at p < .001 level). 
 In respect to the societal-level of analysis, collectivism values (model 4) were positively related to 
maliciously intended behaviors (p < .05), and not significantly related to pro-organizational, image 
management, and self-serving behaviors. Societal-level individualism (model 5) was not significantly 
related to any of the four types of influence behaviors. The addition of the societal-level values variables 
in the HLM models resulted in a significant change in explained variance for only collectivism in respect 
to maliciously intended behaviors (Δ deviance at p < .05 level).  
 The HLM models 6 (collectivism) and 7 (individualism) included both the individual- and societal-
level values. In these models, the HLM analyses for pro-organizational, image management, and self-
serving behaviors showed similar results to those of the models in which these variables were entered 
separately. For maliciously intended behaviors, societal-level collectivism (model 6) and individual-level 
individualism (model 7) were no longer significant predictors.  
 And finally, the results for models 2 through 7 were very similar to those for the full models (model 
8) for pro-organizational and image management behaviors. The full model for self-serving behaviors 
showed that both individual-level values were positively related (p < .001) and both societal-level values 
were negatively related (p < .05). For maliciously intended behaviors, both individual-level values were 
positively related (p < .01) whereas both societal-level values were not significant predictors.   
Alternative Societal-level Values   
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 The results of the HLM analyses using alternative collectivism and individualism societal-level scores 
are provided in Table 7. The VSM individualism value was negatively related to maliciously intended 
behaviors (p < .05), and not significantly related to other types of ethical behaviors. There were no 
significant relationships for meta-analytic VSM individualism. For the GLOBE cultural values, in-group 
collectivism and institutional collectivism were positively related to pro-organizational behaviors 
(respectively, p < .05, p < .01). In addition, institutional collectivism was negatively related to image 
management (p < .001) and positively related to maliciously intended (p < .01) behaviors.  For the three 
Schwartz societal values, the only significant relationship was the positive relationship between 
intellectual autonomy and pro-organizational behaviors (p < .001).  
 Results consistent with those for the aggregated values scores would be nonsignificant relationships 
for the pro-organizational, image management, and self-serving behaviors. As shown in Table 7, this was 
found for the VSM and the meta-analytic VSM individualism/collectivism measures, as well as for the 
embeddedness and affective autonomy measures. In addition, in-group collectivism and intellectual 
autonomy were not significantly related to image management and self-serving behaviors, and 
institutional collectivism was not significantly related to self-serving behaviors. However, significant 
contextual effects were found in that in-group collectivism, institutional collectivism and intellectual 
autonomy (an individualistic value) were positively related to pro-organizational behaviors, and 
institutional collectivism was negatively related to image management behaviors.  
 For maliciously intended behaviors, we found the aggregated collectivism value was positively 
related and the aggregated individualism value was not significantly related. Consistent with these results, 
VSM individualism/collectivism was negatively related and institutional collectivism was positively 
related to maliciously intended behaviors, and the two individualistic Schwartz societal values (affective 
autonomy and intellectual autonomy) were not significantly related to maliciously intended behaviors. 
Inconsistent with the aggregated values results, meta-analytic VSM individualism/collectivism, in-group 
collectivism, and embeddedness were not significantly related to maliciously intended behaviors.   
 Although these alternative measures of societal-level individualism and collectivism have been 
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identified as similar at a construct level (e.g., Hofstede 2001; House et al. 2004; Schwartz 1999), there is 
substantial variability in results when using the operationalized values scores to predict ethical behaviors.   
———————————————————— 
Insert Table 7 about here 
———————————————————— 
Discussion 
A Summary of the Individual-level and Societal-level Findings 
 For the societal-level and individual-level analyses, two patterns emerged. At the societal-level, with 
only one exception, the pattern is one of nonsignificance for the relationships between both collectivism 
and individualism with the ethics behaviors dimensions. As noted, the only significant finding at the 
societal-level was a positive relationship between collectivism and maliciously intended ethics behaviors. 
Conversely, for the individual-level analyses, the only nonsignificant relationship was between 
collectivism and self-serving ethics behavior. Thus, as the hypotheses proposed and Table 8 summarizes, 
the individual-level analysis was found to have significantly greater predictive power than the societal-
level analysis for estimating both collectivism and individualism values predictions of ethical behavior. 
———————————————— 
Insert Table 8 about here 
———————————————— 
A Longitudinal Perspective of the Individual-Level vis-à-vis the Societal-Level 
 First, it is interesting to note that our results are consistent with those of Taras and colleagues (2010a) 
whose meta-analysis of Hofstede’s VSM cultural values found that the predictive power of values is 
higher for primary data compared to secondary data. Since Taras et al. (2010a) conducted a meta-analysis, 
they could not directly compare levels of analysis with the same data sets. However, our findings based 
on multi-level analyses yield a similar conclusion. Whereas a substantial proportion of the studies in 
Taras et al.’s (2010a) comprehensive meta-analysis were conducted during the latter quarter of the 20th 
century (with some studies dating back to the 1950s), our subsidiary analyses revealed a lack of predictive 
power for the updated VSM individualism/collectivism societal scores (Taras et al. 2012).  
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 The subsidiary analyses using collectivism and individualism societal-level scores from alternative 
cultural values typologies raise some cautions about their use in cross-cultural research. While proposed 
to be representing similar theoretical constructs, there were inconsistent and sometimes contradictory 
findings across these measures of collectivism and individualism values. Of the five alternative sets of 
individualism and collectivism societal-level scores, only institutional collectivism was found to be a 
significant predictor of more than one type of ethical behavior. Thus, our empirical findings provide 
support for the extensive array of conceptual and methodological critiques that have previously been 
reported for these cultural values typologies and their measures (e.g., Brewer and Venaik 2011; Ralston et 
al. 2011; Taras et al. 2010b; Tung and Verbeke 2011). Whereas Taras et al. (2010a) proposed a 
moratorium on the use of Hofstede’s VSM scores based on 1960s-1970s data, one implication of our 
findings is that with one exception, the relationship between values and ethical behaviors is more a 
function of the level of analysis with the individual-level being more predictive than the societal-level. 
 The trends we reported in respect to evolving socio-political change lead to another implication of our 
study concerning changes in intra-cultural variation. We agree with Au and Cheung (2004) that a possible 
explanation as to why individual-level values have substantially higher predictive power is because of the 
existence of large intra-cultural variations in many countries, with technology-led trends predicting even 
greater intra-cultural variation within societies in the future. Hence, we present Figure 3 as a longitudinal 
representation of the apparent trends in societal diversity. As illustrated in Figure 3, our discussion 
implies: first, the mean of a society’s values is not a good representation of the values within the society 
today; second, the mean of a society’s values will become an even poorer representation in the future; and 
third, organization success will increasingly depend on the organization’s ability to manage intra-societal 
values-based cultural diversity. 
——————————————— 
Insert Figure 3 about here 
——————————————— 
A Comparison of Collectivism vis-à-vis Individualism Values as Predictors of Ethics  
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 Based on our findings, it appears clear that the focus of further discussion should be on the 
individual-level of analysis findings. Of particular interest is the nature of the relationships of collectivism 
and individualism values with the four ethical behavior dimensions, and the distribution pattern of 
collectivism vis-à-vis individualism values responses depicted in Figure 1(B). On one hand, we see an 
inverse relationship between the collectivism and individualism dimensions, while on the other hand, we 
see that this relationship is too dispersed to justify considering these two dimensions as points on a single 
continuum (see Ralston 2008). 
 As previously identified, a hierarchy of the SIE behaviors has been consistently found across a wide 
range of cultures (Ralston et al. 2009; Ralston and Pearson 2010). Pro-organizational behavior is viewed 
as the most ethical, image management as the next most ethical, self-serving as the third most ethical, and 
maliciously intended as the least ethical behaviors. We found that collectivistic business professionals had 
significantly more positive views of the extreme ethics behaviors (organizationally beneficial and 
maliciously intended) while they had more negative views of the intermediate image management ethics 
behavior. Conversely, individualistic professionals had significantly more positive views of the 
intermediate ethics behaviors (image management and self-serving) and more negative views of the 
extreme ethics behaviors (organizationally beneficial and maliciously intended). This certainly begs the 
question: Why might we expect to find this set of relationships for collectivism and individualism with 
ethical behaviors? We next postulate as to the “why” and propose topics for future research. 
 Collectivism. Embracing the ethical extremes that we see for collectivism is perhaps the more 
interesting, as well as less intuitively obvious, of the two sets of relationships. However, a potential 
explanation emerges when considering these collectivism findings from the in-group/out-group context 
(Pekerti and Kwantes 2011). As Triandis (1995) noted, the in-group and out-group differentiation is 
greater for allocentric (collectivistic) individuals than it is for ideocentric (individualistic) individuals. 
Thus, there is a very clear distinction as to whether you are one of us or you are not. If you are one of us, 
you are treated in a very benevolent way and if you are not, malicious treatment is deemed acceptable 
behavior. Our findings suggest that when collectivistic individuals consider ethical behaviors they are 
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compartmentalizing these into three categories: (1) things you would do for in-group members (e.g., pro-
organizational ethical behavior); (2) things you would be willing to do to out-group members (e.g., 
maliciously intended ethical behavior); and (3) things you would do for yourself. In regard to this third 
category, collectivism is about the welfare of the group and an individual’s needs should be subservient to 
those of the group. Thus, image management behaviors or self-serving behaviors are viewed as 
substantially unacceptable. Consequently, group-orientation may explain why collectivists evaluate these 
behaviors negatively. 
 Individualism. Conversely, individualism is oriented towards self-needs and individualists do not 
view these needs to be subservient to those of the group. The individualist embraces the trilogy of me, 
myself, and I. Our findings indicate that the individualists appear to focus upon the self-promoting image 
management and self-serving ethical behaviors. Also as Triandis (1995) noted, ideocentric 
(individualistic) individuals do not discriminate between the in-group and out-group nearly as much as do 
allocentric (collectivistic) individuals. In fact, Triandis went beyond this two-group classification to add a 
third group, the like-group, particularly for the individualists. The like-group might be described as a 
temporary in-group that is not accorded the intense commitment accorded to the true in-group. In that 
individualists see less distinction between types of group membership, there are many more shades of 
gray for the individualist than there are for the collectivist when defining the meaning of group 
membership. Given the lesser importance of the group and the lesser distinctions between types of groups 
in conjunction with the high level of importance attached to self-promotion, our findings may be showing 
that individualists, as contrasted with collectivists, have only one primary category: self. Thus, it may be 
argued that investing time in doing things for others (e.g., pro-organizational behavior) or to others (e.g., 
maliciously intended behavior), while certainly not absent, may not be the most efficient way to promote 
a ‘self’ agenda. 
 A related discussion on the influence of individualism and collectivism on ethical behavior is 
provided by Chen and colleagues (2002), in the context of opportunistic propensity, where “opportunism 
refers to the incomplete or distorted disclosure of information, especially to calculated efforts to mislead, 
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distort, disguise, obfuscate, or otherwise confuse” (Williamson 1985, p. 47). They argue that collectivistic 
and individualistic societies have different levels of opportunistic propensity depending on the group 
membership of the target. That is, collectivistic societies tend to be more opportunistic in out-group 
relationships and less opportunistic in in-group relationships than are individualistic societies. This 
argument is philosophically consistent with the individual-level, theoretical perspective of Triandis (1995) 
and with the individual-level, empirical findings of our study. However, not integrated into Chen et al.’s 
(2002) thinking is the argument for intra-cultural variation that Au and Cheung (2004) later propose and 
that Tung (2008) subsequently identified as crucial for developing an understanding of the 
values/behaviors in a society. 
 Thus, to integrate the intra-cultural variation perspective into opportunistic argument, we might 
transform the level of their argument from the societal-level to the individual-level. Then, we would find 
different opportunistic patterns of ethical behavior within a society comprised of intra-cultural variation 
(i.e., heterogeneous) populations that included both collectivists and individualists. An individual-level of 
analysis will fully capture these distinctions in behavior while a societal-level analysis will average-out 
the findings, with the results being skewed in the direction of whichever orientation—collectivistic or 
individualistic—was the more prevalent in that society. One implication of the findings from both Chen et 
al. (2002) and our study is that the relationship between values and ethical behavior is more complex than 
initially thought, and it is one that appears too complex to be accurately deciphered using societal-level 
analyses. However, this complexity also poses a question for future research to explore: Are collectivistic 
individuals in predominantly individualistic societies the same/more/less opportunistic with in-group/out-
group members as collectivistic individuals in predominantly collectivistic societies? A similar question 
might also be posed for individualistic individuals in individualistic vis-à-vis collectivistic societies. 
Concluding Thoughts 
 The purpose of this study was to explore the question: Is the use of societal-level values for cross-
cultural analyses acceptable and sufficient in the global economy of the 21st century? Our findings based 
on business professionals from 48 diverse societies were resoundingly clear. For collectivism and 
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individualism values, the individual-level of analysis exhibited substantially more predictive power of 
ethical behavior than did the societal-level of analysis. Thus, from highly ethical (e.g., supportive 
teamwork) to highly unethical (e.g., corporate espionage) behaviors, individual-level analyses present a 
more complete picture of reality in the global business environment. As such, our findings seriously 
challenge the use of societal-level values scores to predict managerial behavior. Implicitly, these findings 
affirm our prediction of values heterogeneity within the workforces of the societies in this study. 
 Over a decade ago, Ralston and colleagues (1997) proposed that a societal crossvergence-effect 
occurs when differing socio-cultural and business ideology influences impact an individual. The more 
recent bicultural concept (e.g., Thomas et al. 2010) proposed a perspective that is philosophically 
consistent with the crossvergence perspective, albeit at the individual-level. As we have discussed, both 
societal crossvergence and individual bi-culturalism are widespread phenomena in the current world of 
business. Thus, an integration of these two concepts appears to explain much of the impetus behind the 
dynamic values evolution occurring within societal workforces across the globe. Consequently, as a result 
of exponentially growing technological advancements and transitioning economies, in conjunction with 
the offspring of interpersonal-mergers, we are in an accelerating state of crossverging values evolution of 
workforce members within societies. The result is a high degree of heterogeneity of work values within 
societies (i.e., intra-cultural variation) that will continue to increase into the future. 
 In sum, the modern reality is that political boundaries are not surrogates for the work values of its 
inhabitants. These boundaries do not well define the thinking of the workforces within them and to 
assume the contrary will likely lead to erroneous conclusions. Thus, it is our view that to thoroughly 
understand the values/behaviors of those in the global workforce, we need to conduct our empirical 
investigations at the individual-level of analysis. As such, the research methodologies to be applied 
should likely be rethought, if they are to be fully relevant. However, this is much easier said than done. 
There are few individual-level databases available for all to use, and it is truly challenging for individual 
researchers to develop their own databases. Accordingly, there may be the temptation to “look the other 
way” and to continue to use societal-level values simply because they are readily available. However, our 
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findings do not support societal-level analyses as being a viable alternative. Moreover, current trends 
(e.g., technological advancement) suggest that the societal-level will be an even less viable approach in 
the future. Consequently, instead of looking the other way, perhaps we should proactively view this 
situation as a challenge for cross-cultural researchers to find ways to move forward in developing public, 
individual-level databases in order to elevate the cross-cultural management discipline to a higher level. 
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NOTES 
 
1. Taras et al. (2012) provide only regional scores for countries located in a number of geographic 
regions (e.g., Arab countries, Baltic USSR, Central America, and South America). Rather than 
assigning geographic region scores, which assumes a lack of inter-societal cultural variation 
within a geographic region, we only used values scores identified for individual countries. Taras 
et al. (2012) also provide meta-analytic VSM individualism/collectivism scores based on the full 
set of studies conducted 1970-2010. The results of HLM analyses (N = 29 societies) using these 
scores were the same (nonsignificant for all SIE dependent variables) as for the more recent set of 
scores based on studies conducted during the 2000s which we used to provide a more updated 
assessment of the VSM individualism/collectivism value.    
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TABLE 1 
 
Demographic Characteristics for the Respondents in the 48 Societies a 
 
  
Age Gender Education Position 
Company 
size  Industry 
 
N Mean s.d.
(% 
female) Mean Mean Mean 
(% 
manuf.) 
Algeria 100 32.7 7.8 18% 3.5 2.1 1.7 15% 
Argentina 96 44.4 9.6 31% n.a. 2.4 2.1 22% 
Australia 173 29.4 7.4 33% 3.8 2.0 2.1 17% 
Austria 119 33.0 8.6 62% 3.7 1.3 2.2 30% 
Brazil 1115 39.3 9.5 50% 3.9 1.8 2.3 10% 
Canada 264 39.8 10.8 41% 4.3 2.1 2.1 5% 
China 1087 31.9 7.6 40% 3.7 2.0 2.0 26% 
Colombia 184 41.0 11.6 47% 3.5 3.1 2.3 21% 
Costa Rica 70 32.6 7.3 42% 3.7 2.2 1.9 23% 
Croatia 285 38.4 9.6 55% 3.8 2.1 1.8 18% 
Czech Rep. 309 39.0 10.9 56% 3.9 1.8 1.7 39% 
Estonia 270 31.6 10.7 71% 3.0 1.6 1.9 7% 
France 662 39.9 10.7 39% 3.7 2.7 2.2 21% 
Germany 414 39.9 11.5 33% 3.9 2.4 1.9 22% 
Greece 170 37.5 8.6 35% n.a. 1.9 2.2 17% 
Hong Kong 447 34.2 8.9 57% 3.0 2.1 1.8 7% 
Hungary 128 38.3 10.9 42% 4.6 2.3 1.6 22% 
India 285 38.3 12.0 27% 4.5 2.8 2.2 33% 
Indonesia 132 37.1 7.5 25% n.a. 2.1 2.3 30% 
Israel 135 33.1 6.5 35% 4.8 2.0 2.4 16% 
Italy 297 43.2 10.7 23% 4.7 2.4 2.3 25% 
Japan 135 42.6 5.8 5% 4.2 2.7 2.6 51% 
Lebanon 101 33.6 8.4 42% 4.1 2.9 1.9 23% 
Lithuania 316 43.7 11.4 44% 4.3 2.9 1.3 28% 
Macau 609 35.0 8.2 35% n.a. 2.2 2.1 2% 
Malaysia 329 34.6 7.3 40% 3.8 2.1 3.0 100% 
Mexico 492 33.6 10.3 44% 3.6 2.3 1.8 27% 
Netherlands 207 37.0 7.0 24% 3.4 2.7 2.1 51% 
New Zealand 113 43.6 12.4 44% 4.0 2.6 1.8 12% 
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TABLE 1 (continued) 
 
  
Age Gender Education Position 
Company 
size Industry 
 
N Mean s.d. 
(% 
female) Mean Mean Mean 
(% 
manuf.) 
Pakistan 334 32.5 8.8 13% 4.5 2.5 2.2 34% 
Peru 383 34.2 6.8 35% 4.3 2.3 2.1 9% 
Portugal 823 35.0 11.1 42% 4.1 2.2 2.1 14% 
Russia 338 37.6 8.5 37% 5.1 2.5 2.1 44% 
Singapore 899 35.3 9.6 50% 3.8 1.9 2.0 20% 
Slovakia 82 40.3 8.2 55% n.a. 1.8 2.0 4% 
Slovenia 300 28.5 7.4 71% 3.2 1.3 1.5 31% 
South Africa 303 40.5 9.0 40% 3.8 2.3 2.5 11% 
South Korea 283 39.5 9.2 20% 4.2 2.0 2.4 20% 
Spain 84 40.2 10.4 16% 3.4 2.6 1.3 25% 
Sri Lanka 120 31.4 6.1 23% 4.3 2.6 2.3 35% 
Switzerland 357 40.9 13.9 23% 4.1 2.8 2.0 26% 
Taiwan 300 41.3 11.0 31% 4.0 2.2 2.2 32% 
Thailand 280 37.1 9.9 58% 4.3 2.3 2.0 18% 
Turkey 124 40.9 9.3 23% 4.1 3.2 2.0 52% 
U.K. 443 40.8 10.1 48% 4.1 2.9 2.2 18% 
U.S. 1136 38.2 10.7 50% 4.7 2.2 2.1 13% 
Venezuela 134 31.6 6.4 69% 4.0 1.6 2.0 23% 
Vietnam 462 37.9 8.6 35% n.a. 2.2 1.9 16% 
 
a Coding: Education (highest level completed): 1 = 4 or fewer years, 2 = 5 to 8 years, 3 = 9 to 12 years,  
4 = 13 to 16 years, 5 = masters degree, 6 = doctorate degree; Position: 1 = professional, 2 = 1st level 
management, 3 = middle management, 4 = top management; Company size: 1 = less than 100 employees, 
2 = 100 -1000 employees, 3 = more than 1000 employees. 
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TABLE 2 
 
Collectivism and Individualism: 
Society Adjusted Means, Standard Deviations and Scale Reliabilities (Cronbach α) 
 
 Collectivism Individualism 
 Mean s.d. α Mean  s.d. α 
Algeria 4.51 0.48 .73 3.60 0.45 .77 
Argentina 4.38 0.61 .89 3.90 0.43 .88 
Australia 4.02 0.69 .85 4.34 0.50 .82 
Austria 3.98 0.59 .77 3.95 0.46 .84 
Brazil 4.33 0.55 .78 3.92 0.44 .73 
Canada 4.15 0.61 .86 4.16 0.53 .86 
China 4.01 0.57 .86 4.11 0.44 .79 
Colombia 4.44 0.54 .85 4.02 0.45 .77 
Costa Rica 4.22 0.63 .86 4.13 0.49 .86 
Croatia 3.97 0.68 .79 3.96 0.53 .76 
Czech Rep. 3.97 0.62 .79 3.99 0.57 .85 
Estonia 3.89 0.63 .79 4.07 0.48 .85 
France 4.05 0.59 .81 4.07 0.50 .79 
Germany 4.04 0.62 .82 4.17 0.51 .82 
Greece 4.48 0.53 .85 3.77 0.54 .77 
Hong Kong 4.22 0.58 .86 3.95 0.48 .82 
Hungary 3.93 0.66 .79 3.95 0.55 .85 
India 4.45 0.54 .84 3.95 0.44 .75 
Indonesia 4.52 0.50 .87 3.99 0.39 .90 
Israel 4.13 0.59 .79 4.22 0.46 .88 
Italy 4.38 0.65 .82 3.76 0.51 .83 
Japan 3.89 0.67 .80 3.83 0.50 .83 
Lebanon 4.18 0.67 .86 4.09 0.52 .79 
Lithuania 3.97 0.54 .82 4.02 0.50 .83 
Macau 4.17 0.61 .88 4.05 0.46 .84 
Malaysia 4.49 0.52 .82 3.93 0.33 .79 
Mexico 4.42 0.52 .84 4.00 0.47 .77 
Netherlands 4.00 0.59 .83 4.34 0.46 .87 
New Zealand 4.02 0.65 .82 4.15 0.51 .81 
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TABLE 2 (continued) 
 
 Collectivism Individualism 
 Mean s.d. α Mean s.d. α 
Pakistan 4.37 0.56 .84 4.17 0.45 .84 
Peru 4.35 0.58 .86 4.06 0.46 .80 
Portugal 4.18 0.61 .82 3.99 0.52 .78 
Russia 3.93 0.55 .80 4.08 0.55 .80 
Singapore 4.43 0.64 .87 3.97 0.55 .84 
Slovakia 4.15 0.55 .74 3.64 0.46 .72 
Slovenia 3.80 0.54 .80 4.13 0.45 .83 
South Africa 4.32 0.69 .88 3.94 0.51 .88 
South Korea 4.10 0.59 .79 4.14 0.48 .82 
Spain 4.48 0.49 .76 3.92 0.45 .85 
Sri Lanka 4.07 0.58 .89 3.80 0.42 .89 
Switzerland 4.00 0.63 .78 4.13 0.48 .83 
Taiwan 4.22 0.56 .90 4.02 0.47 .90 
Thailand 4.58 0.57 .76 3.81 0.51 .75 
Turkey 4.25 0.62 .86 3.95 0.54 .86 
UK 3.90 0.67 .85 4.21 0.50 .78 
US 4.30 0.62 .83 4.09 0.48 .79 
Venezuela 4.57 0.54 .85 4.00 0.41 .88 
Vietnam 4.43 0.54 .86 3.85 0.47 .80 
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TABLE 3 
 
Subordinate Influence Ethics Dimensions 
 
Pro-Organizational Ethics Behavior 
 
These behaviors may be defined as the “organizational person” approach to gain influence in that these 
behaviors reflect those that are typically prescribed and/or sanctioned by organizations for their 
subordinates. These may be viewed as behaviors that are most ethical and that tend to be directly 
beneficial to the organization. Pro-Organizational behaviors include acts such as getting the job done, 
behaving in an appropriate manner, developing good working relationships, and working overtime. 
 
Image Management Behavior 
 
These behaviors may be defined as the “get others to like me” approach to gain influence in that they are 
intended to be non-confrontational in nature (e.g., ingratiatory). As such, they have a ‘soft’ self-
orientation. Image Management behaviors include acts such as volunteering for undesirable tasks to make 
themselves appreciated by the superior, and attempting to act in a manner that they believe will result in 
others admiring them.  
 
Self-Serving Ethics Behavior 
 
These behaviors may be defined as the “it’s me first” approach to gain influence in that these behaviors 
show self-interest being of paramount importance, and thus being above the interests of others and the 
organization. Thus, they have a ‘hard’ self-orientation. Whether these behaviors help or harm the 
organization is secondary to the individual meeting his/her goals and thus are likely to be determined by 
the situation. Self-Serving behaviors include acts such as blaming others for mistakes, spreading rumors, 
and taking credit for others’ work. 
 
Maliciously Intended Ethics Behavior 
 
These behaviors may be defined as the “burn, pillage, and plunder” approach to gain influence in that 
they are intended to directly hurt others and/or the organization, to facilitate personal gain. These may be 
viewed as behaviors that are most unethical, and in many industrialized societies these behaviors would 
also be considered illegal. Maliciously Intended behaviors include acts such as making threatening phone 
calls to co-workers, blackmail, and stealing corporate documents. 
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TABLE 4 
 
Perceptions of Subordinate Influence Ethics: Society Adjusted Means, Standard Deviations and Scale Reliabilities 
 
 Pro-organizational Image management Self-serving Maliciously intended 
 Mean s.d. α Mean s.d. α Mean s.d. α Mean s.d. α 
Algeria 4.41 0.81 .77 4.99 1.52 .73 3.39 1.01 .65 2.22 0.53 .80 
Argentina 6.44 0.63 .74 4.30 1.06 .73 2.16 0.96 .85 1.70 0.35 .73 
Australia 6.11 0.80 .80 5.12 1.07 .70 2.71 1.15 .86 1.50 0.66 .83 
Austria 6.33 0.56 .74 4.68 1.07 .75 2.44 1.00 .84 1.58 0.46 .79 
Brazil 6.53 0.57 .66 4.15 1.36 .76 2.35 0.82 .80 1.70 0.40 .75 
Canada 6.44 0.52 .76 5.08 0.97 .75 2.22 1.02 .91 1.52 0.32 .75 
China 6.20 0.57 .76 4.88 1.11 .76 2.60 0.91 .82 1.65 0.48 .75 
Colombia 6.45 0.53 .68 4.44 1.21 .80 1.99 0.68 .77 1.77 0.36 .69 
Costa Rica 6.23 0.62 .74 4.45 1.05 .62 2.15 0.99 .86 1.86 0.41 .70 
Croatia 5.91 0.83 .66 4.37 1.13 .70 3.18 1.38 .87 1.80 0.63 .77 
Czech Rep. 6.36 0.75 .66 4.66 1.09 .70 2.55 1.19 .90 1.64 0.39 .70 
Estonia 6.29 0.68 .78 4.40 1.20 .73 2.59 0.96 .80 1.72 0.48 .79 
France 6.51 0.49 .66 4.18 1.33 .81 2.41 0.89 .75 1.77 0.43 .71 
Germany 6.20 0.67 .73 4.99 1.18 .82 2.56 1.09 .86 1.56 0.44 .79 
Greece 6.44 0.55 .58 3.87 1.24 .72 2.18 0.76 .74 1.78 0.37 .69 
Hong Kong 6.23 0.60 .82 5.06 1.04 .73 2.73 1.12 .88 1.46 0.41 .77 
Hungary 6.17 0.68 .70 5.11 1.03 .69 2.90 1.17 .87 1.49 0.40 .69 
India 6.14 0.88 .78 4.20 1.29 .80 2.79 1.33 .92 1.74 0.66 .63 
Indonesia 6.16 0.53 .64 5.07 1.17 .68 2.53 0.82 .66 1.73 0.47 .81 
Israel 6.24 0.55 .75 5.23 0.92 .65 2.18 1.04 .86 1.49 0.40 .83 
Italy 6.39 0.60 .69 4.97 0.99 .77 2.83 1.16 .88 1.52 0.38 .60 
Japan 6.05 0.36 .61 5.16 0.87 .72 1.80 0.45 .71 1.36 0.27 .64 
Lebanon 6.32 0.66 .73 4.45 1.13 .76 2.62 1.00 .87 1.67 0.51 .73 
Lithuania 6.19 0.52 .53 4.44 1.01 .64 2.41 1.02 .82 1.71 0.37 .52 
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TABLE 4 (continued) 
 
 Pro-organizational Image management Self-serving Maliciously intended 
 Mean s.d. α Mean s.d. α Mean s.d. α Mean s.d. α 
Macau 6.20 0.67 .73 4.94 1.08 .72 2.65 1.04 .87 1.55 0.53 .88 
Malaysia 6.15 0.62 .72 5.00 1.03 .71 2.69 1.01 .80 1.64 0.56 .87 
Mexico 6.35 0.69 .70 4.50 1.10 .66 2.10 0.74 .81 1.87 0.47 .71 
Netherlands 6.45 0.33 .60 5.15 0.81 .66 1.76 0.39 .77 1.58 0.26 .60 
New Zealand 6.61 0.51 .76 4.99 1.05 .81 2.22 0.90 .86 1.53 0.28 .65 
Pakistan 5.68 0.92 .70 4.46 1.35 .71 3.34 1.46 .85 1.96 0.79 .80 
Peru 6.38 0.51 .64 4.42 1.05 .73 2.08 0.76 .82 1.70 0.39 .75 
Portugal 6.40 0.52 .64 4.74 1.08 .75 2.27 0.89 .86 1.58 0.36 .67 
Russia 6.16 0.68 .71 4.63 1.21 .74 2.90 0.89 .63 1.80 0.51 .71 
Singapore 6.31 0.58 .76 4.82 1.12 .82 2.34 0.96 .89 1.57 0.49 .86 
Slovakia 6.34 0.61 .81 4.18 1.12 .78 2.68 0.92 .57 1.68 0.37 .62 
Slovenia 6.15 0.72 .51 4.71 1.11 .70 2.84 1.11 .79 1.66 0.47 .75 
South Africa 6.17 0.82 .69 4.84 1.13 .78 2.98 1.34 .90 1.60 0.49 .85 
South Korea 6.37 0.54 .79 5.18 1.02 .74 1.98 0.68 .75 1.76 0.38 .81 
Spain 6.41 0.60 .79 4.43 1.18 .75 2.20 0.76 .81 1.84 0.53 .72 
Sri Lanka 5.85 0.56 .76 4.15 1.01 .75 2.21 0.99 .85 1.45 0.50 .82 
Switzerland 6.44 0.43 .59 4.82 1.07 .77 1.97 0.66 .77 1.60 0.30 .61 
Taiwan 6.21 0.52 .68 5.61 1.12 .73 2.44 0.93 .83 1.61 0.51 .78 
Thailand 6.45 0.44 .58 5.24 0.88 .65 2.24 0.73 .75 1.52 0.35 .65 
Turkey 6.61 0.44 .54 4.50 1.20 .69 1.97 0.63 .72 1.68 0.33 .65 
UK 6.44 0.52 .62 5.08 0.93 .76 2.28 1.00 .86 1.41 0.33 .66 
US 6.49 0.48 .66 5.21 0.97 .72 1.90 0.73 .78 1.55 0.29 .62 
Venezuela 6.41 0.56 .75 4.23 1.20 .72 1.98 0.61 .74 1.87 0.38 .52 
Vietnam 6.31 0.53 .66 4.95 1.05 .64 2.45 0.77 .67 1.71 0.39 .63 
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TABLE 5 
 
Descriptive Statistics: Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations a 
 
  Mean s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7       
 Individual-level                
1. Collectivism 4.20 .63  
2. Individualism 4.01 .50 -.62  
3. Pro-organizational 6.25 .69 .03 -.05  
4. Image management 4.71 1.18 -.10 .12 -.18  
5. Self-serving 2.42 1.03 .01 .01 -.56 -.04 
6. Maliciously intended 1.67 .47 .12 -.05 -.24 -.44 .01
7. Age  37.13 10.16 .13 -.23 .11 -.11 -.03 .02
8. Gender .39 .48 -.01 -.11 .04 -.03 .02 -.04 -.15
                 
 Societal-level Mean s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
1. Collectivism 4.20 .21  
2. Individualism 4.01 .15 -.43  
3. Pro-organizational 6.24 .33 -.06 .29  
4. Image management 4.73 .43 -.17 .27 -.09  
5. Self-serving 2.46 .39 -.03 -.23 -.65 -.02 
6. Maliciously intended 1.70 .19 .39 -.19 -.44 -.50 .35
7. GDP pc ppp (log) 9.47 .82 -.43 .28 .30 .26 -.33 -.45
8. VSM Individualism 45.02 23.69 -.38 .22 .14 .09 -.05 -.33 .49
9. Meta-analytic VSM Individualism .24 .55 -.46 .62 .14 .02 -.18 -.05 .55 .69
10. In-group collectivism (GLOBE) 5.63 0.32 .06 .13 .26 -.05 -.15 .13 .11 .12 .17
11. Institutional collectivism (GLOBE) 4.76 0.46 .51 -.40 .39 -.58 -.08 .46 -.21 -.20 -.27 .07
12. Embeddedness (Schwartz) 2.28 0.52 .11 -.00 -.19 .06 -.01 -.01 -.55 -.46 -.42 -.52 -.22
13. Affective autonomy (Schwartz) 4.46 0.41 -.40 .15 .21 -.11 -.21 .00 .46 .45 .53 .14 .20 -.55
14. Intellectual autonomy (Schwartz) 4.80 0.32 -.01 .16 .40 -.01 -.25 -.09 .52 .47 .50 .53 .31 -.63 .59
 
a  Total N = 48 societies (16,229 respondents); N = 46 VSM value, N = 29 meta-analytic VSM,  N = 36 GLOBE values, N = 30 Schwartz values. 
For individual-level correlations, society samples are counterweighted to be of equal size. Gender coded as 1 = female and 0 = male. Individual-
level correlations r > |.03| significant at p < .01 level; societal-level correlations in bold font significant at p < .05 level.  
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 TABLE 6  
HLM Comparisons of Individual-level and Societal-level Values as Predictors of Perceived Ethical Behaviors (N = 48 Societies) a  
 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 
Pro-organizational         
Intercept 6.215*** 6.256*** 6.207*** 6.214*** 6.233*** 6.216*** 6.236*** 6.235*** 
Individual-level         
Age .003† .002 .001 .003† .003† .002 .001 .001 
Gender .006 .004 -.018 .006 .009 .004 -.015 -.016 
Collectivism  .055***    .055***  -.024 
Individualism   -.142***    -.143*** -.161*** 
Societal level         
GDP pc ppp (log) .112 .126 .126 .121 .085 .118 .080 .103 
Collectivism    .064  -.061  .111 
Individualism     .510  .550 .605 
Deviance 27984.65 27904.03 27771.86 27984.60 27982.01 27903.98 27760.77 27749.96 
Number of parameters 11 16 16 12 12 17 17 24 
Δ Deviance vs. Model 1  80.62*** 212.79*** 0.05 2.64 80.67*** 223.88*** 234.69*** 
Pseudo-R2 .013 .038 .023 .013 .019 .038 .031 .067 
Image management         
Intercept 4.667*** 4.669*** 4.675*** 4.666*** 4.681*** 4.668*** 4.687*** 4.683*** 
Individual-level         
Age -.019*** -.018*** -.016*** -.019*** -.019*** -.018*** -.016*** -.017*** 
Gender -.061* -.054* -.024 -.061* -.060* -.055* -.024 -.036 
Collectivism  -.125***    -.126***  -.072** 
Individualism   .163***    .159*** .101* 
Societal level         
GDP pc ppp (log) .174* .174** .183* .180* .130† .209* .125 .157* 
Collectivism    .045  .236  .353 
Individualism     .597  .443 .617  
Deviance 45674.42 45552.73 45567.90 45674.39 45670.62 45551.99 45565.80 45355.78 
Number of parameters 11 16 16 12 12 17 17 24 
Δ Deviance vs. Model 1  121.69*** 106.52*** 0.03 3.80† 122.43*** 108.62*** 318.64*** 
Pseudo-R2 .029 .040 .039 .029 .035 .035 .040 .035 
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Table 6 (continued) 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 
Self-serving         
Intercept 2.415*** 2.434*** 2.421*** 2.418*** 2.407*** 2.418*** 2.409*** 2.413*** 
Individual-level         
Age .004† .003† .005† .004† .004† .003† .005* .005 
Gender .038 .039 .056* .038 .038 .039 .056† .069* 
Collectivism  .017    .018  .113*** 
Individualism   .104***    .104*** .193*** 
Societal level         
GDP pc ppp (log) -.154* -.158* -.173* -.208* -.136* -.221** -.148* -.450** 
Collectivism    -.384  -.430  -.542* 
Individualism     -.320  -.450 -.204* 
Deviance 41467.35 41428.14 41385.72 41465.30 41466.51 41425.57 41384.01 41322.21 
Number of parameters 11 16 16 12 12 17 17 24 
Δ Deviance vs. Model 1  39.21*** 81.63*** 2.05 0.84 41.78*** 83.34*** 145.14*** 
Pseudo-R2 .032 .033 .041 .039 .038 .040 .042 .056 
Maliciously intended         
Intercept 1.681*** 1.681*** 1.681*** 1.678*** 1.678*** 1.678*** 1.678*** 1.677*** 
Individual-level         
Age .003** .003** .003** .003** .003** .003** .003** .003** 
Gender -.037* -.038* -.039* -.037* -.037* -.038* -.039* -.032† 
Collectivism  .049***    .048***  .069*** 
Individualism   -.025*    -.015 .041** 
Societal level         
GDP pc ppp (log) -.110** -.109*** -.112*** -.068** -.098** -.076* -.100** -.072* 
Collectivism    .286*  .217  .184 
Individualism     -.151  -.186 -.161 
Deviance 18525.44 18395.91 18488.26 18520.13 18524.16 18393.08 18486.51 18369.97 
Number of parameters 11 16 16 12 12 17 17 24 
Δ Deviance vs. Model 1  129.53*** 37.18*** 5.31* 1.28 132.36*** 38.93*** 155.47*** 
Pseudo-R2 .035 .045 .040 .051 .041 .050 .043 .059 
 
a Unstandardized coefficient estimates are reported. † p < .10, * p < .05,  ** p < .01, *** p < .001 
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TABLE 7 
 
HLM Results for Alternative Collectivism and Individualism Societal Values Dimensions as 
Predictors of Perceived Ethical Behavior a 
 
Model 
Pro-
organizational
Image 
management 
Self-
serving 
Maliciously 
intended 
I VSM Individualism/collectivism (γ01) -.0001 .001 .001 -.003* 
1 Deviance: Covariate model 26634.43 43553.79 39407.15 17422.34 
2 Δ deviance:  Individual-level values  196.42*** 152.33*** 123.32*** 120.69*** 
3 Δ deviance: VSM Individualism 0.00 0.27 1.66 2.56 
II Meta-analytic VSM 
Individualism/collectivism (γ01) .033 .030 .150 .036 
1 Deviance: Covariate model 17290.49 29232.82 26767.82 11061.01 
2 Δ deviance:  Individual-level values  174.88*** 106.25*** 109.35*** 95.48*** 
3 Δ deviance: Meta-analytic Individualism 0.35 0.06 2.09 0.81 
III GLOBE cultural values 
a In-group collectivism (γ01) .166* -.075 -.219 .055 
b Institutional collectivism (γ01) .182** -.428*** -.189 .138** 
1 Deviance: Covariate model 20616.49 35172.10 31219.54 13213.50 
2 Δ deviance:  Individual-level values  175.33*** 150.39*** 112.46*** 129.50*** 
3a Δ deviance: In-group collectivism 4.82* 0.18 1.78 0.90 
3b Δ deviance: Institutional collectivism 10.69** 12.26*** 2.13 10.60** 
IV Schwartz societal values 
a Embeddedness (γ01) -.033 .109 -.150 -.010 
b Affective autonomy (γ01) .037 -.180 -.077 .054 
c Intellectual autonomy (γ01) .445*** -.119 -.083 .097 
1 Deviance: Covariate model 18617.43 31754.66 28383.87 12030.86 
2 Δ deviance:  Individual-level values  191.64*** 124.03*** 119.49*** 104.78*** 
3a Δ deviance: Embeddedness 0.30 0.61 1.22 0.05 
3b Δ deviance: Affective autonomy 0.16 1.28 0.28 2.69 
3c Δ deviance: Intellectual autonomy 17.25*** 0.21 0.14 1.80 
 
a Unstandardized coefficient estimates are reported. Deviance statistics df = 11 for model 1, df = 2 for 
model 2, df =1 for model 3.  † p < .10, * p < .05,  ** p < .01, *** p < .001 
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TABLE 8 
 
Summary of Relationships for Collectivism and Individualism Values with 
Ethics Behaviors at the Individual and Societal Levels of Analyses 
 
  Significance/Direction of Relationship 
Values Ethics Behaviors  Individual-level Societal-level 
Collectivism Pro-organizational  POSITIVE n.s. 
 Image management  NEGATIVE n.s. 
 Self-serving  n.s. n.s 
 Maliciously intended  POSITIVE POSITIVE 
     
Individualism Pro-organizational  NEGATIVE n.s. 
 Image management  POSITIVE n.s. 
 Self-serving  POSITIVE n.s. 
 Maliciously intended  NEGATIVE n.s. 
 
n.s. = Nonsignificant 
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FIGURE 1 
 
Comparison of the Societal-level and Individual-level Matrices for Collectivism by Individualism 
 
A. Matrix of the 48 societies in the study 
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(Figure 1, continued) 
 
B. Matrix of the 16,229 participants in the study 
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FIGURE 2 
 
Locations of the 48 Societies on the Matrix of Collectivism by Individualism 
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FIGURE 2 (continued) 
 
LEGEND 
# Society # Society 
1 Algeria 25 Macau 
2 Argentina 26 Malaysia 
3 Australia 27 Mexico 
4 Austria 28 Netherlands 
5 Brazil 29 New Zealand 
6 Canada 30 Pakistan 
7 China 31 Peru 
8 Colombia 32 Portugal 
9 Costa Rica 33 Russia 
10 Croatia 34 Singapore 
11 Czech Republic 35 Slovakia 
12 Estonia 36 Slovenia 
13 France 37 South Africa 
14 Germany 38 South Korea 
15 Greece 39 Spain 
16 Hong Kong 40 Sri Lanka 
17 Hungary 41 Switzerland 
18 India 42 Taiwan 
19 Indonesia 43 Thailand 
20 Israel 44 Turkey 
21 Italy 45 U.K. 
22 Japan 46 U.S. 
23 Lebanon 47 Venezuela 
24 Lithuania 48 Vietnam 
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Past (1970-1990) 
Present (2000-2010) 
Future (Projected) 
FIGURE 3 
A Longitudinal Approximation of Intra-Cultural Variation (ICV) 
 
Adapted from:  Au, K., & Cheng, M. (2002). Intra-cultural variation and job autonomy in 42 countries. Organization 
Studies, 25, 1339-1362. 
 
COUNTRY MEAN
